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Nixon Renews Attack; Annual ODK Leadership Conference
Kennedy Stands Firm Called 'Most Successful In History'
"The most successful leadership conference in history,"
was the way Dr. Elden T.
Smith, dean of students, described the seventh annual
ODK Leadership Conference

(UPI)—Vice President Richard M. Nixon has renewed
his attack on the Quemoy-Matsu policies of Sen. John F.
Kennedy, saying that the Republican approach to the offshore
Chinese Nationalist islands had worked for five years and
this was no time to "surrender" to the Chinese Communists.

(

He quoted President Eisenhower as having: said five
years ago when the current
Kennedy said he had held this
policy on Quemoy and Matsu
opinion "for years" in the face
was established. "If you ever start of the Republican administration's
the policy of surrendering terrilongtime policy of defense—even
to the brink of war—of the islands
tory that is free to a dictator at
off the Chinese mainland.
the point of a (run, where are you
Henry Cabot Lodge, GOP vice
going to stop?"
presidential nominee, said KenneTo change the Quemoy-Matsu
dy's stand on the islands is "rash,
policy now and declare these
imprudent and dangerous" and
islands outside the defense perimeter of Formosa, would, in Nix- would be interpreted as a retreat
by the communists.
on's opinion, "invite aggression
and invite war."
"Theee Islands are not merely
The Republicans believe that
two rocks." ho said. "They symbolKennedy has invited a Chinese
Is* much for both the free and tho
Communist threat of Quemoy and
communist worlds. It Is ofton ImMatsu by advocating omission of
prudent la International politics to
the tiny offshore islands from the
draw Unos and to announce to
defense perimeter of Formosa,
one's oppensnt what on* will and
seat of the Nationalist Chinese
wlU not dorsad. Whoa w. dr.w
Government.
such a lino in Korea tho commu"11 America geli Into a war. than
nists invaded South Korea and a
II should be lor sufficient rtaion.''
bloody war was tho rotate."
said Kennedy. "Quemoy and Matiu
While Kennedy and Nixon deare not sufficient reason. By debated their defense, a Nationalist
fending Queroov and Matsu we
Chinese Government official said
Jeopardise the defense of Forthe United States never has been
mow and American Bvss. Forasked to take part directly in demosa Itself, ol course must bo defense of the offshore Islands of
fended."
Matsu and Quemoy.

Mr. K's U.N. Antics 'Shocking'
(UPI)—What a show it
has been! The table-thumping, the shouts at Macmillan,
the

balcony

scene,

the

em-

braces with Castro, the repartee with reporters that
was akin to a Milton Berle in the
ad-lib.
Despite all this. Western newspapers agree that Premier Nikita
S. Khrushchev's United Nations
pyrotechnics gained .him little.
Many criticised his "scandalous
and shocking" behavior.
The West Berlin publication
Nacht Depesche went so far as to
suggest that Khrushchev "shows
he no longer is the sovereign party
chief he used to be." It said that
the Soviet leader "now faces
trouble from his generals, from
the Stalinists, and from the Chinese communists."
Austria Reserves Comment
Austria's neutralist government
reserved comment but Vienna
newspapers criticized Khrushchev's
performance and one called it
"unexampled scandal."
The conservative French Le
Figaro said that the delegates
were shocked by the disorderly
scenes and interruptions created
by his (Khrushchev's) vulgar buffoonery, commenting, "This certainly is not the way to obtain a
vote in the Assembly."
Upon his arrival in the United
States, Khrushchev declared that
a submarine followed the liner
Baltika which brought him to
New York and said if the United
States wanted to sink his
"I will go to the bottom, but
will drag you to the bottom, too.
According to Soviet sources,
Khrushchev came here primarily
to dramatize the urgent need of
disarmament, which they say, he
succeeded in doing.

would not take part in the disarmament talks unless they were
held on Soviet terms, as he was
leaving yesterday.
Before
leaving
for
home,
Khrushchev proclaimed that the
Soviet bloc in the General Assembly chamber merely underlined what in actuality were defeats for the Soviet Union on
every major issue.

SHUCK SUMMARIZES SESSION—Dr. Emerson C Shuck,
s, dw Collets ol liberal Arts, oar* tho summary speech
at the seventh annual ODK Leadership Conference In Flndlay

Congo Government Needs Approval
(UPI)—The Congolese Parliament will be asked to approve a
government formed by Joseph
Ileo, Puna Party Leader Jean Bolikango predicts.
Bolikango told United Press International that a group of deputies have decided to seek a recall
of Parliament to invest Ueo's
government
Reports have circulated that
Ileo's choice of a cabinet was
ready and that Mobutu would recall Parliament as soon as he was
sure of an anti-Lumumba majority.
Has Majority
Bolikango said it now appeared
that Ileo had the majority needed
to assume leadership.
Should Ileo be approved as the
Congo's leader, he would became
the legal head of the government
and the "college of commission-

Student Court States Position
On Student Body Nominations
Student Court, in a meeting
last Thursday, answered a
question from Student Council
concerning nominating procedure for Student Body offices
by stating the only method of
becoming a candidate for a Student Body position is to be nominated by the Senior Nominating
Committee.
The court also stated it considered this portion of the constitution
undemocratic and unconstitutional.
Holds Special Meeting
The court held a special meeting
Sunday, following which it restated its position on the issue.
The court then stated:
"In a memorandum of Oct. 12,
we submitted an answer to the
question posed by the Student

Council as to whether the only
method of becoming a candidate
for a Student Body position is by
being nominsted by the Senior
Nominating Committee. We stated
that because of the nature of the
wording of Article V, Section 2
of the Constitution of the Student
Body, all other methods of being
nominated are precluded.
"However, the other statements
of that memorandum were based
upon a presumption that the situation on campus was comparable
to election and nomination situations that exist in state and federal
government.
Systems Not Analogous
"After further study of this
matter, we have concluded that
the two systems are not sufficiently analogous so that all of the
(Continued on page «)

ufi College Memories To Remember*
Is Homecoming Theme For 1960

Khrushchev Scores Victory
Khrushchev's victory came when
the Assembly unanimously approved his demand for floor debates on his proposals to immediately free all colonial peoples.
On the other side of the fence,
President Eisenhower said in an
obvious jab at Mr. Khrushchev that
the United States must never let
threats and provocations interfere with efforts to seek friendships with Asian and African nations.
Khrushchev termed Eisenhower
a "fool" and warned that Russia

Sticks, poles, paper, and string
are flying fast around campus this
week, as housing units prepare
their Homecoming decorations for
the final judging Saturday.
This year's theme, "College Memories to Remember," offers a
variety of possibilities from which
the units can choose.
Favorite locations such as the
Nest, or some event such as an outstanding dance, or an MAC championship, a favorite building, a dormitory scene, or some campus tradition, are just a few examples
of the scope of the house decorations program.
This year dura will be two
separate divisions, one for the

Saturday. Dale Ford, conference chairman, sits behind Dr.
Shuck. One hundred and forty persons, the larqeet number
In history, attended the confab.

women's residential units, and
the other for the men's units.
Judging will be based on appropriateness, universality of theme,
originality, and workmanship. A
limit of $60 has been placed on
expenses of any one unit in preparing its display.
Judging will begin at 0 a.m.
Saturday. Announcement of the
winner of each division will be
made at half-time of the Homecoming game between Kent State
and BGSU.
The rotating trophies, which are
awarded each year by Alpha Chi
Omega, will be presented to the
winners during intermission of the
dance Saturday night

era" named by Mobutu presumably
would step down.
Meanwhile,
Congolese
police
used their rifle butts, clubs, and
boots to smash a protest march on
United Nations Headquarters by
300 supporters of ousted Premier
Patrice Lumumba.
Long Live The U.NV
The demonstrators waved banners reading "Long Live the United Nations," which is Lumumba's
current line, and "Reopen Parliament and Lumumba will win."
In another development, 120

soldiers of the 4th Armored Brigade stationed in Thysville, 60
miles south of Leopoldville, returned home. They said they were
fed up with the situation in the
capital.
Congolese strongman Col. Joseph
Mobutu, who summoned them to
Leopoldville to back up his efforts to arrest Lumumba, vainly
pleaded with the Thysville unit
to stay in the capital.
Their refusal to obey his orders
was taken as un indication that
Mobutu's hold over the army IH
precarious.

Students Elect Royalty Thursday;
Show Choice In National Elections
Election of the Homecoming Queen and her attendants
will be held from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Thursday. Voting booths
will be set up in the Administration Bldg., the lobby of the
Union, and in the main lounges of both Rodgers and Founders
Ouadrangles, announced Judith Fiebiger, chairman of the
Student Elections Board.
The queen and one senior
attendant will be chosen from Health Center Offering
the list of senior candidates only.
The junior, sophomore, and freshman attendants, along with a mock
presidential election, also will be
on the ballot.

The ballota will bo counted Friday, but Ike results will be kept
secret from me candidates and the
student body until Saturday.
Saturday morning all candidates
will remain in their housing units
from 10 a.m. to noon, during which
time members of the election board
will notify the winners.
Crowning of the queen will
take place just before the Homecoming game.
At 1:30 p.m., convertibles carrying the court will enter the east
end of the stadium, make one complete circle around the track, and
stop in front of the reserved section of the stands.
The queen will be eecorted to
the speakers stand by the president
of ODK. Ken Cooper. She will be
presented a bouquet ol roeee and
crowned by Keith W. Trowbrldae.
president of the Student Body.
Attendants from the senior, junior, and sophomore classes will be
escorted by the presidents of their
respective classes. The freshman
attendant will be presented by the
president of Interfratemity Council, James S. Dimling.
During the 11 o'clock intermission of the Homecoming dance,
featuring Peter Palmer, His Voices
and Orchestra, the queen and her
court will be presented.
Senior Candidates are:
Seniors—Carlleen Andestad, Chi
Omega; Joy Borden, Delta Zeta;
Judy Brittingham, Alpha Delta Pi;
Judy Case, Phi Mu; Stephanie Gat(Continued on page 2)

Flu And Cold Shots
The University Health Center
is offering injections of a combined flu and adenovirus vaccine
to students Interested In protection against the discomforts of
winter colds.
The vaccine, administered in two
injections, two weeks apart, provides immunization against colds
and flu viruses. Cost of the vaccine injections is $1.25 for each.

Hurry-Up Headlines

Saturday as ho thanked ODK members on the guests' behalf for
the event
More than 140 students, faculty,
and administrative leaders traveled to the Findlay Elks Club—the
biggest turnout in the conference's
history.
Dr. Emerson C. Shuck, dean ol
the College of Liberal Arts, summarised the day's activities after
Dr. Paul F. Leedy. director of the
University Library, and Dr. Kenneth
H. McFall. vice president of the
University, had given keynote addresses which provided the sublects for the various buss qroups.
Dr. Shuck listed the vnrious
groups' answers to the first question—"How Do Student Activities
Develop Leadership?" — with the
statement that natural leaders
emergo though certain activities,
leaders learn to balance activities
and studies, and activities enable
students to look at their oducation
in perspective.
In answer to "What Is Effective
Leadership?" Dr. Shuck said the
groups suggested it was the ability
to lead a group toward a goal successfully. They added that personality has much to do with this, as
well as showing a real concern for
others.
The Increased Importance and
responsibility of campus communications Including the B G News to
disseminate campus information,
and the necessity for orientation
leaders to perform their fobs completely were among Ihe answers
to "What Responsibility Does Increased Enrollment Place On Our
UavJersTFor the final question, "How
Can We Select Potential Leaders
From The Freshman Class And
Encourage Them?", it was recommended that freshmen should not
become involved in activities their
first semester. The orientation
problem was also a point of concern. It was suggested that the
present program was too short, too
confusing, and tended to confuse
the freshmen by placing too much
emphasis on grades.
Also emphasized was the personal contact element for encouraging freshmen to participate in
activities.
In conclusion Dr. Shuck said,
"Every campus relationship is a
potential spot for leadership. Our
job is to try to involve people in
jobs to discover, from the way they
perform, their potential as leaders."

UPI

Reds Support Algerian Rebels
MOSCOW—A ship load of Soviet relief supplies to Algerian refugees in Tunisia is the latest evidence of the Soviet Union's growing support of the Algerian rebels.
The merchant ship Fahtzh is reported sailing soon from Odessa
with a cargo of clothing, medicine,
20,000 cans of milk, 22,000 cans
of meat and fish, and sugar and
other food products.
LEOPOLDVILLE, THE CONGO—Colonel Joseph Mobutu said
yesterday that President Moise
Tshombe of breakaway Katanga
Province had pledged him full moral, military, and financial support to bring order back to the
Congo and keep out the communists.
SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK
—Employees of the General Electric Company home plant here
flocked back to work today for the
first time since Oct. 6.
BEIRUT, LEBANON — Delegates from Arab countries met yes-

terday to try to work together on
getting a bigger say on use of the
oil beneath their sandy soil and a
bigger share of its proceeds.
The two mojor non-Arab oil
countries, Iran and Venezuela, sent
strong delegations.
The oil countries are considering:
—Voluntary restriction of production since oil consumption is
expected to increase 5 to 7 per
cent annually.
—Getting more control of oil
operations.
—Getting a share of the proceeds not only from crude oil extracted, but also from its refining, transport, and marketing.
LONDON--A new Western Summit appeared to be in the making
yesterday. Informed sources said
Western leaders almost certainly
will meet in conference before long
to map Allied policy and defense
plans.

Cathy
Way*
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Campus Kaleidoscope
Cotnlna
Sigma Alpha Iota, national profession
al muilc honorary—Will hold III month
\j musicals- and business mes-ana al
7:30 p.rn. Wsdn.sday. Oct II.

Campus MarrUd Coupl.i Club—Will
hold Its first mooting Sunday In tho
Wayno Room of tho Union to outllno
plant for currant year.

Clinic Hosts 1,000 Cheerleaders

Gamma Dolta. Lutheran studonl
group—Will sponsor a party at I p.m.
tonight at tho Lathoran Itudont Contor.
Nowman Club—Is sponsoring a pllgrlmago to Caroy. Ohio, at 2 pjn. Sunday. to visit tho Shrino of tho Blossod
Virgin Mary.
Going
Bota Bota Sola, national biology hon
orary—Sponsorod a three day flold
trip to Pokagon Stato Park In Indiana.

• • •

lappa Phi and Sigma Thola Epsllon.
MothodUl groupi—Will sponsor a car
wash from I a.m. to 4 p.m. tomorrow,
at Myors Gulf Station.

llama Tan Doha. English honoraryWill hold Its first mooting at 7 p.m.
Monday. Oct. 24. In the Wayno Room
of tho Union. Anyono Intorostod In
Joining this organisation Is askod to
contact Roborla L. Wolfor. prosldonl;
Martha L. Smith. »lc« prosldonl; Marlono S. Adrlck. socrotary; or Frani
Fauloy. troasuror.

Sigma Alpha Iota—Plodgod Constoncs
Brlnsa. Janol Van TassoL and Carol
Hoffman. Oct. 3.

• • •

Nowman Club—Sponsorod a Communion breakfast Oct. I. Dr. Robort T.
Flshor, Instructor In education, was
guost speaker.

Classified
LOST—One wallet. In area between
parking lot No. 2 and Hayes Hall on
Oct. 10. Please return to Roy C. Allen.
SAE house. Phone 8205.

AT MAX GRAEBER
Exoiting Fashion News

THE BLAZER SUIT
tailored by

Hire's i natural shoulder 3 pleci
suit... coat, trousers and
reversible vest... that's right
on any campus. In Flannel or
hopsackinj- every
wanted fall shade.

WAITERS!—The Commons, men student's cafeteria for Rodgers Quadrangle.
Rodgers Northwest, and the Stadium Club. Is serving 1.250 men three meals a
day. plus an additional 140 men for the evening training table.
The seating capacity Is 411. which means that both diners and workers have
to keep hopping. An employee shortage isn't helping a bit. Men interested in work
should contact the student financial aids office. Help Is needed especially at the
morning and noon meals.

'Can't Take It With You' Magic
Transmitted By University Theatre
By Skip Ferderber
In the 1930s, George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart wrote a play
that was destined to take a place
among the finest comedies of our
century. "You Can't Take It With
You" played to capacity crowds
during its stay on Broadway and
in its road shows. The same magic,
tho same great theatre, has been
brought to life under the skillful
hand of director F. Lee Mi.-. I.- at
Bowling Green.
Just .having a good script isn't
enough for a successful show. Good
actors must be available for the
parts created by Messrs. Kaufman
and Hart, and Dr. Mieale assembled
a cast of some of the best actors
this school has to offer. Foremost
is Ron Van Lieu, who with a year's
University Theatre experience, has
turned in a remarkable performance as Martin Vanderhof, the
grand old man of the family. His
portrayal is superb, his actions
well-drawn. Barbara Uhl, as Penny Sycamore, has again shown .her
talent in her role as another one
of the eccentric group who lives
the way they want. Linda Stephens, a freshman, in the role of
Alice, the "normal" one in the
Vanderhof household, has handled
her role capably, although the experience of working with a welltrained college group is still new
to her.

segalls

Ont side of the vest matches tho
suit, perlect (or every dress-up
occasion, reverse the vest and you're
In style for classes or t date because
the vest's reverse side Is In « handsome
f leur de lis pettern, identical
with the coat lining.

Acroei from Music Hall

Largest Display Of
Studio Cards On Any
Campus.

For another fashion feature, the suit coat
has embossed metal buttons done in tha
same flsur de lis effect This Blater Suit
has the Palm Beach Co. exclusive "contour
collar" that assures you a perfect
tit... i perfect appearance.

New Records

In Student Quadrangle sires 34-42.
Try on one today from our
tremendous selection of (all colors.

Adler Socks

OPEN A CHARGE ACCOUNT

Laundry Bags

$1.39

Rwg. $1.50

Sweat Shirts
Highest Quality
Lowest Prices

cW.n, C„«»

segalls
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Across from Music Hall

THOUGHTFUL
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PEOPLE

Generally, the show moves quite
well. The important thing in this
or any comedy is to keep a good
pace, always being aware of the
audience reaction. The cast was
able to space its delivery to allow
the audience to fully comprehend
what was happening without letting the show lag.
The goings on in the play, it
should be noted, are set in the
1930s, and some of the references
may be foreign to a college audience. Mike Fink, as Kolenkhov,
tho Russian ballet teacher, gives us
a good picture of the popular conception of a Russian in the '80s—
an almost comic type of people
with grand gestures and a quick,
volatile manner.
The play has such a variety of
parts, fine character roles, that
each person is a study in himself.
A certain sense of artificiality on
behalf of the family was noticed,
but generally, the characters came
to life with Van Lieu, as previously mentioned, giving the most
depth to his characterization.
One of the best features of this
show is that it holds the audience.
For approximately 2 hours, the
audience is held in the affairs of
this family. The true test is whether an audience can accept these
characters as being real people,
being plausible individuals with
feelings and problems such as we
encounter away from the windowpicture of the stage. The cast of
this show, under Dr. Miesle, has
succeeded in doing just that. Even
though we do not often encounter
a man who prints reactionary circulars
("Dynamite the White
House," "Dynamite the Supreme
Court,") just because .he likes to
print, or a woman who writes plays
because a typewriter had been
left at the house by mistake, the
people still come out being believable. And funny, very, very funny.
Tickets for "You Can't Take
It With You" are still on sale for
tonight and tomorrow night, at the
business office window on the second floor of the Administration
Bldg.

The Campus Married Couples
will hold their first meeting of the
semester at 7 p.m. Sunday in the
Wayne Room of the Union.
Thomas Craig, vice president of
the club, said that, for married
couples who do not especially enjoy spending their Sunday evenings listening to a speaker, the
club is planning a variety of activities so that each meeting will
be interesting. These activities
will be decided upon at the club's
first meeting.
The club, which meets the third
Sunday of each month, invited all
married couples to attend.

THOUGHTFUL

HAY S

GIFTS

T.V. and Radio Service
SIS N. Main

On

Ph. 24401

SWEETEST DAY

ALL WORK

Oct. 15

GUARANTEED

•

Candy

•
•
•
•

Perfume
Jewelry
Handkerchiefs
Key Cases

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE

7:15 run.—HI
7:30 p.m. H3
7:45 pj»—HI
• p.m,-H5
111! p.m.-HI
llSO p.m.—H7

Students from 15 countries and
territories outside the continental
United States were enrolled at
BGSU last year.

Kith
On Campus MaxShuJman
(Author of "I Was a Teen-aac Dvarf',"Thc Many
/.ot«a of Dobie Gillit", etc.)

"HOME SWEET HOMECOMING"
A great number of people liave been risking me lately, "What
is Homecoming?" hut I have been so busy trying to find out
why my new iporbj oar leaks that I Imven't had time to answer.
I am now pleased to report that I finally discovered why my
sports cur leaks—I have lieen driving it upside down—and so
I am ready today to turn my attention to Homecoming.
Let's liegin with definitions. Homecoming is a weekend when
old gmds return to their alma matm to watch a football game,
visit old classrooms and dormitories and inspect each other's
bald s|Hits.
The weekend is marked by the singing of old songs, the slapping of old bucks and the frequent exchange of such greetings
as "Hurry, you old polecat!" or "Harry, you old iiorcupine!"
or "Hurry, you old rooster!" or "Harry, you old wombat!"
As you can see, all old grads are named Hurry.
It is not just old grads who liehave with such liveliness during
Homecoming; the faculty also comports itself with unaccustomed animation. Teachers laugh and smile and pound backs
and keep shouting "Harry,you old Airedulc!" This unscholarly
behavior is carried on in the hope that old grads, in a transport
of honliomir will endow a new geology building.
The old grads, howovi r, are seldom seduced. I)y game time
on Saturday their lmcks are so sore, their eyeballs so eroded,
their extremities so frayed, that it is Impossible to get a kind
word out of them, much less a new geology building.

Married Students Hold
First Meeting Sunday

Give

iK2

The third annual high school
cheerleading clinic will be held on
campus tomorrow. The clinic is
Key Staff Concludes
one of four being sponsored by the
Ohio High School Athletic AssociaFrosh Pix Thursday
tion.
"Freshmen who have missed apMrs. Amy Torgerson, assistant
pointments or have not made an professor of physical education
appointment for their pictures for and manager of the clinic, expects
the Key, may have their pictures 1,000 high school students to retaken Thursday, Oct. 20," stated gister, including one all-male
squad.
Natalie Burich, assistant managJudy Hacker, a senior majoring
ing editor. "Pictures will be taken
in physical education, will serve
between 6 and 9:30 p.m. in the as secretary of the clinic.
ballroom of the Union."
Miss Pauline Hess, national
Seniors should return their pic- cheerleading authority and executure proofs between 9 a.m. and 5 tive director of the United States
p.m. Thursday and Friday, Oct 21, Cheerleader's Association, will be
co-ordinator of activities. Miss
in 7 Gate Theatre.
Hess is owner-director of Camps
Schedulea for sophomores and Ail-American for cheerleaders and
juniors have not been set, but they twirlers, manager of the U.S.
will be notified of the times soon, Cheerleaders Supply Co., and ofsaid Miss Burich.
ficial sales representative for the
Thursday's frosh pictures will Jean Lee Original Cheerleader
Uniform
Co.
be taken according to orientation
She is the Michigan State Unigroups.
versity cheerleader coach, and has
I p.m.—Gl
conducted a number of clinics,
till p-m.—G5
camps, workshops, and conferences
1:30 p.m.-GI
for cheerleaders and sponsors
lie* p.m.—G7
throughout the country.
7 PA—HI

We Service
All Makes

/ftujfJLV tttwukef*
Even the football game does not improve their tempers.
"Hmmph!" they snort as the home team completes n 101-yard
march to a touchdown. "l)o you call that football? Why, buck
in my day, they'd have lieen over on the first down! By
George, football was football in those days—not this nambypamby girls' game thot passes for football todsy! Take u look
at that bench—50 substitutes sitting there. Why, in my day,
there were 11 men on a team and that was it. When you broke
a leg, they slapped u piece of tape on it and you went right back
in. Why, I remember the big game against Stite. Harry Sigafoos, our star quarterback, was killed in the third quarter. I
mean, he was pronounced dead. But did that stop old Harry?
Not on your tintype! Back in he went and kicked the winning
drop kick in the last four seconds of play, dead as he was. Buck
in my day, they played football, by George!"
Everything, say the old grads, was better back in their day—
everything except one. Even the most unreconstructed of the
old grads has to admit that back in his day they never had a
smoke like Marlboro—never a cigarette with such a lot to like
—never a filter so easy drawing, a flavor so mild yet hearty, so
abundant, so bountiful—never a choice of flip-top box or soft
puck.
So old grads, young grads, and undergrads, why don't you
settle buck and have u full-flavored smoke? Try Marlboro, the
filtered cigarette with the unfiltered taste, and Homecoming
will be a happy occasion and the sun will shine and the air will
be filled with the murmur of wings and no man's hand will be
raised against you.

•

*

•

© 1MB Ma Skslass

At Homecoming time—or any time—try Marlboro's untiltaredcompanion cigarette—mild, flavorful Philip Morris...
R'jular size or king size Commander-a brand new and happy
experience in smoking! Hare a Commander—welcome aboard I

eaobtkssUe.
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/V/xon Renews Attack; Annual ODK Leadership Conference
Kennedy Stands Firm Called 'Most Successful In History'
(UPI)—Vice President Richard M. Nixon has renewed

"The most successful leadership conference in history,"
was the way Dr. Elden T.
Smith, dean of students, des-

his attack on the Quemoy-Matsu policies of Sen. John F.
Kennedy, saying that the Republican approach to the offshore
Chinese Nationalist islands had worked for five years and
this was no time to "surrender" to the Chinese Communists.
He quoted President Eisenhower as having said five
years ago when the current
Kennedy said he had held this
policy on Quemoy and Matsu
opinion "for years" in the face
was established, "If you ever start
of the Republican administration's
the policy of surrendering: terrilongtime policy of defense—even
to the brink of war—of the islands
tory that is free to a dictator at
the point of a Run, where are you
off the Chinese mainland.
going to stop!"
Henry Cabot Lodge, GOP vice
To change the Quemoy-Matsu presidential nominee, said Kennepolicy now and declare these dy's stand on the islands is "rash,
islands outside the defense peri- imprudent and dangerous" and
meter of Formosa, would, in Nix- would be interpreted as a retreat
on's opinion, "invite aggression
by the communists.
and invite war."
'Theee Islands are not merely
The Republicans believe that
two rocks." he said. They symbolKennedy has invited a Chinese
Is* muck for both tks fro* and tks
Communist threat of Quemoy and
communist worlds. It Is often ImMatsu by advocating omission of
prudent In International politics to
the tiny offshore islands from the
draw linos and to announce to
defense perimeter of Formosa,
one's opponent what on* will and
seat of the Nationalist Chinese
will not defead. When WO drew
Government,
such a line In Korea the commu'1| America geti Into a war. then
nists Invaded South Korea and a
II should be lor suWclenl raaion."
bloody war was lbs roeuH."
said Kennedy. "Quemoy and Mania
While Kennedy and Nixon deam not sufficient reason. By debated their defense, a Nationalist
fending Quemoy and Matsu we
Chinese Government official said
leopardlie the defeme of Forthe United States never has been
mosa and American HTM. Forasked to take part directly in demosa Itself, ol courts, must bs de
fense of the offshore islands of
fended."
Matsu and Quemoy.

Mr. K's U.N. Antics Shocking'
(UPI)—What a show it
has been! The table-thumping, the shouts at Macmillan,
the balcony scene, the embraces with Castro, the repartee with reporters that
was akin to a Milton Berle in the
ad-lib.
Despite all this, Western newspapers agree that Premier N'ikitii
S. Khrushchev's United Nations
pyrotechnics gained .him little.
Many criticized his "scandalous
and shocking" behavior.
The West Berlin publication
Nacht Depesche went so far as to
suggest that Khrushchev "shows
he no longer is the sovereign party
chief he used to be." It said that
the Soviet leader "now faces
trouble from his generals, from
the Stalinists, and from the Chinese communists."
Austria Reserves Comment
Austria's neutralist government
reserved comment but Vienna
newspapers criticized Khrushchev's
performance and one called it
"unexampled scandal."
The conservative French Le
Figaro said that the delegates
were shocked by the disorderly
scenes and interruptions created
by his (Khrushchev's) vulgar buffoonery, commenting, "This certainly is not the way to obtain a
vote in the Assembly."
Upon his arrival In the United
States, Khrushchev declared that
a submarine followed the liner
Baltika which brought him to
New York and said if the United
States wanted to sink his ship,
"I will go to the bottom, but I
will drag you to the bottom, too."
According to Soviet sources,
Khrushchev came here primarily
to dramatize the urgent need of
disarmament, which they say, he
succeeded in doing.
Khrushchev Scores Victory
Khrushchev's victory came when
the Assembly unanimously approved hit demand for floor debates on his proposals to immediately free all colonial peoples.
On the other side of the fence,
President Eisenhower said in an
obvious jab at Mr. Khrushchev that
the United States must never let
threats and provocations interfere with efforts to seek friendships with Asian and African nations.
Khrushchev termed Eisenhower
a "fool" and warned that Russia

would not take part In the disarmament talks unless they were
held on Soviet terms, as he was
leaving yesterday.
Before
leaving
for
home,
Khrushchev proclaimed that the
Soviet bloc in the General Assembly chamber merely underlined what in actuality were defeats for the Soviet Union on
every major issue.
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SHUCK SUMMARIZES SESSION—Dr. Emerson C. Shuck.
dean of Ihe College of Liberal Arts. gave the summary ipoeck
at Ihe eerenth annual ODK Leadership Conference In Flndlay

Saturday. Dale Ford, conference chairman. Bits behind Dr.
Shuck. On* hundred and forty porsons. the larqest number
In history, attended the confab.

Congo Government Needs Approval
(UPI)—The Congolese Parliament will be asked to approve a
government formed by Joseph
Ileo, Puna Party Leader Jean Bolikango predicts.
Bolikango told United Press International that a group of deputies have decided to seek a recall
of Parliament to invest Ueo's
government
Reports have circulated that
Ileo's choice of a cabinet was
ready and that Mobutu would recall Parliament as soon as he was
sure of an anti-Lumumba majority.
Has Majority
Bolikango said it now appeared
that Ileo had the majority needed
to assume leadership.
Should Ileo be approved as the
Congo's leader, he would became
the legal head of the government
and the "college of commission-

ers" named by Mobutu presumably
would step down.
Meanwhile,
Congolese police
used their rifle butts, clubs, and
boots to smash a protest march on
United Nations Headquarters by
300 supporters of ousted Premier
Patrice Lumumba.
Long Lire The U.M7
The demonstrators waved banners reading "Long Live the United Nations," which is Lumumba's
current line, and "Reopen Parliament and Lumumba will win."
In another development, 120

soldiers of the 4th Armored Brigade stationed in Thysville, 60
mill's south of Leopoldville, returned home. They said they were
fed up with the situation in the
capital.
Congolese strongman Col. Joseph
Mobutu, who summoned them to
Leopoldville to back up his efforts to arrest Lumumba, vainly
pleaded with the Thysville unit
to stay in the capital.
Their refusal to obey his orders
was taken as an indication that
Mobutu's hold over the army is
precarious.

Students Elect Royalty Thursday;
Show Choice In National Elections
Election of the Homecoming Queen and her attendants
will be held from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Thursday. Voting booths

Student Court States Position
On Student Body Nominations

will be set up in the Administration Bldg., the lobby of the
Union, and in the main lounges of both Rodgers and Founders

Student Court, in a meeting
last Thursday, answered a
question from Student Council

The queen and one senior
attendant will be chosen from
the list of senior candidates only.
The junior, sophomore, and freshman attendants, along with a mock
presidential election, also will be
on the ballot.

concerning nominating procedure for Student Body offices
by stating the only method of
becoming a candidate for a Student Body position is to be nominated by the Senior Nominating
Commlttoe.
The court also stated it considered this portion of the constitution
undemocratic and unconstitutional.
Holds Special Meeting
The court held a special meeting
Sunday, following which it restated its position on the issue.
The court then stated:
"In a memorandum of Oct. 12,
we submitted an answer to the
question posed by the Student

Council as to whether the only
method of becoming a candidate
for a Student Body position is by
being nominated by the Senior
Nominating Committee. We stated
that because of the nature of the
wording of Article V, Section 2
of the Constitution of the Student
Body, all other methods of being
nominated are precluded.
"However, the other statements
of that memorandum were based
upon a presumption that the situation on campus was comparable
to election and nomination situations that exist in state and federal
government.
SysWau Not Analogous
"After further study of this
matter, we have concluded that
the two systems are not sufficiently analogous so that all of the
(Continued on page 4)

College Memories To Remember
Is Homecoming Theme For I960
Sticks, poles, paper, and string
are flying fast around campus this
week, as housing units prepare
their Homecoming decorations for
the final judging Saturday.
This year's theme, "College Memories to Remember," offers a
variety of possibilities from which
the units can choose.
Favorite locations such as the
Neat, or some event such as an outstanding dance, or an MAC championship, a favorite building, a dormitory scene, or some campus tradition, are just a few examples
of the scope of the house decorations program.
This year there
separato divisions,

will
onto

be two
for lbs

women'i residential units, and
the other for the men's units.
Judging will be based on appropriateness, universality of theme,
originality, and workmanship. A
limit of $50 has been placed on
expenses of any one unit in preparing its display.
Judging will begin at 9 a.m.
Saturday. Announcement of the
winner of each division will be
made at half-time of the Homecoming game between Kent State
and BGSU.
The rotating trophies, which are
awarded each year by Alpha Chi
Omega, will be presented to the
winners during intermission of the
dance Saturday night

Ouadrangles, announced Judith Fiebiger, chairman of the
Student Elections Board.

The ballots will be counted Friday, but lbs results will be kepi
secret from the candidates and the
student body until Saturday.
Saturday morning all candidates
will remain in their housing units
from 10 a.m. to noon, during which
time members of the election board
will notify the winners.
Crowning of the queen will
take place just before the Homecoming game.
At 1:30 p.m., convertibles carrying the court will enter the east
end of the stadium, make one complete circle around the track, and
stop in front of the reserved section of the stands.
The queen will be escorted to
the speaker! stand by the president
of ODK. Ken Cooper. She will be
presented a bouquet of roses and
crowned by Keith W. Trowbridae.
president of the Student Body.
Attendants from the senior, junior, and sophomore classes will be
escorted by the presidents of their
respective classes. The freshman
attendant will be presented by the
president of Interfraternity Council, James S. Dimllng.
During the 11 o'clock intermission of the Homecoming dance,
featuring Peter Palmer, His Voices
and Orchestra, the queen and her
court will be presented.
Senior Candidates are:
Seniors—Carlleen Andestad, Chi
Omega; Joy Borden, Delta Zeta;
Judy Brittingham, Alpha Delta Pi;
Judy Case, Phi Mu; Stephanie Gat(Continued on page 2)

Health Center Offering
Flu And Cold Shots
The University Health Center
is offering injections of a combined flu and adenovirus vaccine
to students interested In protection against the discomforts of
wintor colds.
The vaccine, administered in two
injections, two weeks apart, provides immunization against colds
and flu viruses. Cost of the vaccine injections is $1.25 for each.

Hurry-Up Headlines

cribed the seventh annual
ODK Leadership Conference
Saturday as he thanked ODK members on the guests' behalf for
the event.
More than 140 students, faculty,
and administrative leaders traveled to the Findlay Elks Club—the
biggest turnout in the conference's
history.
Dr. Emerson C. Shuck, dean ol
the College of Liberal Arts, sum
marlsed the day's activities alter
Dr. Paul F. Leedy. director of the
University Library, and Dr. Kenneth
H. McFall, vice president of the
University, had given keynote addresses which provided the sublects for the various buss groups.
Dr. Shuck listed the vnrious
groups' answers to the first question—"How Do Student Activities
Develop Leadership?" — with the
statement that natural leaders
emerge though certain activities,
leaders learn to balance activities
and studies, and activities enable
students to look at their education
In perspective.
In answer to "What Is Effective
Leadership?" Dr. Shuck said the
groups suggested it was the ability
to lead a group toward a goal successfully. They added that personality has much to do with this, us
well as showing a real concern for
others.
The increased importance and
responsibility of campus communications Including the B-G News to
disseminate campus Information,
and the necessity lor orientation
leaders to perform their lobs com
pletely were among the answers
to "What Hesponslblllty Does Increased Enrollment Place On Our
leadersTFor the final question. "How
Can We Select Potential Leaders
From The Freshman Class And
Encourage Them?", it was recommended that freshmen should not
become involved in activities their
first semester. The orientation
problem was also a point of concern. It was suggested that the
present program was too short, too
confusing, and tended to confuse
the freshmen by placing too much
emphasis on grades.
Also emphasized was the personal contact element for encouraging freshmen to participate in
activities.
In conclusion Dr. Shuck said,
"Every campus relationship is a
potential spot for leadership. Our
job is to try to involve people in
jobs to discover, from the way they
perform, their potential as leaders."

UPI

Reds Support Algerian Rebels
MOSCOW—A ship load of Soviet relief supplies to Algerian refugees in Tunisia is the latest evidence of the Soviet Union's growing support of the Algerian rebels.
The merchant ship Fahtzh is reported sailing soon from Odessa
with a cargo of clothing, medicine,
20,000 cans of milk, 22,000 cans
of meat and fish, and sugar and
other food products.
LEOPOLDVILLE, THE CONGO—Colonel Joseph Mobutu said
yesterday that President Moise
Tshombe of breakaway Katanga
Province had pledged him full moral, military, and financial support to bring order back to the
Congo and keep out the communists.
SCHENECTADV, NEW YORK
—Employeea of the General Electric Company home plant here
flocked back to work today for the
first time since Oct. 6.
BEIRUT, LEBANON — Delegates from Arab countries met yes-

terday to try to work together on
getting a bigger say on use of the
oil beneath their sandy soil and a
bigger share of its proceeds.
The two major non-Arab oil
countries, Iran and Venezuela, sent
strong delegations.
The oil countries are considering:
—Voluntary restriction of production since oil consumption is
expected to increase 5 to 7 per
cent annually.
—Getting more control of oil
operations.
—Getting a share of the proceeds not only from crude oil extracted, but also from its refining, transport, and marketing.
LONDON--A new Western Summit appeared to be in the making
yesterday. Informed sources said
Western leaders almost certainly
will meet in conference before long
to map Allied policy and defense
plans.
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Let's Talk About Leadership
Early Saturday morning approximately 150 .persona met
in Findlay for the Omicron Delta Kappa Leadership Conference. These persons—students, facility, and administrative
leaders—left the campus so they could discuss, alone and uninterrupted, topics of mutual concern. The purpose was' to
exchange ideas and promote a better understanding of campus leadership.
The real benefits of the conference may not be felt for a
while, but those who attended agreed unanimously that their
time was well spent
The persons who assembled—freshmen selected by dormitory counselors, presidents of campus organizations, Student
Government personnel, class officers, and selected members
of other campus organizations, the faculty, and the administrative staff—work together during the year on various campus
activities and projects; yet, no doubt, this was the only time
all of them will sit down to exchange viewpoints freely on
campus topics.
Therefore, selection of the topics was very Important.
"Student Leadership in the Explosive Sixties" was the theme.
The program included two keynote addresses, one in the morning and one in the afternoon, followed by buzz sessions. Due
to the nature of the questions raised in the morning sessions,
"How do student activities develop leadership?", and "What
is effective leadership?", the first buzz sessions were inclined
to be theoretical. Such matters as motivation and requisites
of good leadership were discussed, along with opportunities
of exercising ethical and responsible leadership on the campus.
The afternoon sessions were kicked off with questions such as,
"What responsibility does increased enrollment place on our
leaders?", and "How can we select potential leaders from the
freshman class and encourage them?" Valuable suggestions
for improving some phases of campus life came out of these
afternoon discussions. For instance, we heard one suggestion
that organizations should coordinate their efforts in securing
committee members and chairmen. Three organizations that
we know of—AWS, Union, and Student Government—independently interview and select capable and responsible persons
to work in their areas. This leads us to wonder—could a board
or committee be formed to coordinate the screening efforts of
all three organizations, and possibly others?
One important benefit of the conference is that many new
acquaintances and contacts are made. Everyone present met
persons they had not met before.
We feel that the value of the conference was unquestionable, and we speculated: Might not other campus organizations
profit from having similar meetings on a smaller scale, in
which they could discuss topics relating to those organizations
—their purposes, plans, problems, etc.—with selected persons
not connected with the organizations but in good positions
to offer fresh and valuable ideas about them?
More ideas emerged as a result of the ODK conference
than many of us probably now realize. To obtain full value
from it, each participant now must evaluate the whole day's
activities for himself. He must interpret, analyze, decide—and
then act
—ruth bender
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News Views

The Scene

Anti-Catholic Material Printers
Doing Disservice To Nation

Do Clocks Add To Delinquency?
Read On Below And Find Out!

By MUM PrMBoaor
The United States is your country and mine. It was founded on the principle of equality, for all men regardless of race
or religion; this sentiment, and the concept that government
is by and for all the citizens of a nation are fundamental ideas
for Americans. They are incorporated in the historic documents
of our past, like the Virginia Statute of Religious Freedom
and the Declaration of Inde- verse the course of history, turr.
pendence. In the Constitution back the clock to the era of excesduring the Reformation, the
and its amendments the citizens ses
of Cromwell, or of the Inquisiare guaranteed free speech and age
press, the right to trial by jury, tion in Spain.
Earlier I had felt differently
and the right to exercise freedom
of religion. This is the ideological on the religious issue. I felt
Kennedy could not be hurt by the
heritage of America.
propaganda beng spread, but this
Today I am not proud of some literature is not directed at those
who call themselves my country- who are intelligent and able to
men. Many Americans have for- read and evaluate. It is aimed at
gotten the ideas that made us a those who only read and are ingreat nation. Last week I came fluenced. They talk of Catholic
into possession of literature which riots on the 38th Parallel.
contends that Senator Kennedy
I believe that the Senator can
should be barrlose votes, but I do not believe that
ed from particiresponsible Democrats can charge
pating in the
the Republicans with keeping the
highest level of
issue alive and accuse them of
our government,
distributing this propaganda.
the office of
The distributors say that all 100
President of the
per cent Americans should rise to
United States,
defeat a Papist plot; but they
because he is a
themselves are in no sense 100 per
Catholic.
cent Americans. Their real intenI believe that
tion is to influence bigots and all
though
the
others who do not believe in AmerUnited States
ican principles, against Kennedy.
Pkonooor
has not always
Responsible Democrats should
been able to attain its high ideals not—and are not—accusing Rein every case, this has been the publicans of acting in a subversive
goal toward which we have been manner for the political gain that
progressing. Americans have may result from Republican and
fought to achieve and defend the independent voters switching to
ideas of great men like Jefferson. the Democrats out of sympathy.
The anti-Catholics in their literaThey should put their time to
ture call themselves friends of the better use, urging citizens to deFirst Amendment and claim that cide the election on the issues that
it was incorporated in the Consti- count—foreign policy, the state
tution to prevent papal interfer- of the economy, national defense,
ence in our government.
and civil rights.
The people who publish this literature do a great disservice to the c
■
it
nation by providing our enemies jpeQKerS I ntOrm
with ammunition to weaken our
position in the free world. They
deliberately distort the fact that
"Job Clinic" will be the theme
many early settlers came to Ameri- for the meeting of the Society for
ca to be free to worship as they the Advancement of Management,
ohose, and that, in reality, this was at 7 p.m. Thursday in the
the reason that a great philosopher Pink Dogwood Room of the Union.
like Jefferson insisted on the inThe purpose is to give the stuclusion of the First Amendment.
dents a better understanding of
I believe that Senator Kennedy's how to get a job and what qualireligion will not have any adverse fications'they must have. Richard
affect on his fulfilling the duties T. Goodwin, a senior, and publiof the office of President of the cation manager of SAM, said the
United States, and that those who meeting will include speakers in
try to influence uninformed citi- the areas of sales, office managezens to vote against him on this ment, personnel management, acbasis are as subversive of Ameri- counting, and purchasing. These
can ideas as any communist or fas- speakers will represent such corcist. They are attempting to re- porations as Dictaphone, IBM, and
Libbcy-Owens Ford.
Each speaker will give a brief
description of his job and its opportunities from the student interest standpoint. The speakers also will tell of their training programs, and will try to show the student how he can best prepare for
T.V. and Radio Service his chosen vocation, in both studies
and extracurricular activities while
in college.
21S N. Main
Goodwin said this will be the
Ph.24401
last meeting open to prospective
members this semester. All applications for membership must be
in by Monday, Oct. 24.
The officers for SAM this semALL WORK
ester arc: Ronald Hunady, president; Kenneth E. Markley, vice
president; Paul J. Wittwer, secreGUARANTEED
tary; and Ralph R. Lawrence,
treasurer. Dr. Warren C. Waterhouse, assistant professor of business administration, is coordinator
for SAM.

SAM Members
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We Service

By Skip r.rd.rb.r
It was dark as I sauntered across the campus with my
favorite girl Cletis Narn. I made a handsome picture: cigarette
in my mouth, Fizzie in hand and seeking love, education, romance, looking for my lost "Beat 'Em Bucs" sign, and thinking
up copy for The Scene. My watch registered 10:30. I strolled
casually, caustically to Prout. There, between the double glass
doors was a counselor, just kindling on a cold winter's night
looking at us. I opened the Seriously, if there are any ideas
door, and these words assaulted my for tha column, I'd appreciate
ears: "Fosdick, you have brought hearing from you. Fine, thank you,
fin* . . .
Cletis in late again!"
And it was true. I had erred;
however, I have absolved myself,
I think. All this is no more than
a preamble to a pressing problem:
THE CLOCKS. Why must this be?
I don't mean why are there clocks.
James Galloway, placement ofThere is a need for co-ordination,
men, clock-wise. It is felt in some ficer, announces that the following
quarters that there is a definite interviews are scheduled for next
plot by pro-Castro fans to over- week:
The Procter and Gamble Co.,
throw all organization of clocks.
I walk into the Nest One clock Oct 25, for sales and business mareads 9:30. My keen, steady, de- jors.
The Erie Ordinance Depot Oct.
pendable ears hear the pealing of
the County Courthouse chimes: 6 26. for interested students.
The Central Mutual Insurance
o'clock. The library clocks are
televising "Gunsmoke." My watch Co., Oct. 26, for students interested in business.
says 13:70.
The U.S. General Accounting
Definitely, there is something
wrong. I plan a conference of the Office, Oct 27, for accountants.
Students may sign up for interheads of state at the U.N. to decide
what time it is. If this is not done, views at the placement office, 316
my English prof at 1:80 is going B Administration Bldg.
to blow his brains out I tell him
every day that I could have sworn Curriculum Balance
it was breakfast time. At least, Discussed At Meeting
that's what my clock next to my
"Balance in the School Curricubed says. Organize, men—onward.
lum" was the theme of the joint
• • •
Good news for Fizzles lovers— meeting of the Association for
Next Thursday U Guitar Night. Childhood Education and the AsThere has been much comment on sociation for Supervision and Curtho Thursday Night Singalings (or riculum Development, which was
as some of my beatnik friends call held Saturday in Columbus.
Department of education faculit, "The Fizzles Party"), and there
members who attended were
has been created a need for more ty
Dis.
Vergil K. and Lorrene L. Ort,
aesthetically oriented happenings Dr. Colvin
ROBS, Dr. George R.
in the hour-and-a-half of frivolity Snyder, and Dr.
Charles W. Young,
and song.
There are others mho do not chairman.
believe that the singalings exist.
If not, then I must sound awfully
funny sitting by myself at four
(Continued from page 1)
empty tables, singing. Anyhow, be
sure to drop around the Nest for sog, Prout Hall; Chris Hanson,
Alpha Chi Omega; Jan Hofstetter,
The Culture Hour.
•
•
m
Alpha Xi Delta; Sue Kramer, KapIt Can't Happen Here Department pa Delta; Marge Plesec, Delta
Gamma; Joanne Sanda, Gamma
(or Can It?)
One of the guys down at the Phi' Beta; Linda Steffan, Alpha
Z11T house was trying to sell his Phi; and Cathy Waye, Alpha Gammotor bike. He advertised around, ma Delta.
Juniors — Bonnie Benbrook,
both by word of mouth and other
such devices. One of the fellows Gamma Phi Beta; Mary Ann Coscarelli.
Alpha Chi Omega; Linda
who lives down there testifies to
the validity of what follows: Tha Hopkins, Delta Gamma; Luanna
phone rang at the house and some- Imhoff, Alpha Delta Pi; Kathy
one picked it up and said, "Zeta Meyers, Prout; Diane Sue Miarer,
Beta Tau ..." A woman's voice Alpha Phi; Linda Meyers, Alpha
replied: "Hello, is Mr. Tau there?" Gamma Delta; Judy Perry, Alpha
Xi Delta; Barbara Schulz, Chi OSick, sick.
• • •
mega; Ellen Stroud, Phi Mu; Pat
If any eager mind has any sug- Sutch, Kappa Delta; and Betty
gestions for the Scene, please ad- Wolfe, Delta Zeta.
Sophomores — Betsy Addison,
dress a missive to the B-G News
office, where it will be used for Alpha Phi; Sue Fuller, Kappa Delta; Marlyn Gelo, Alpha Xi Delta;
Rosemary Gregg, Alpha Delta
Pi; Sue Hayes, Alpha Chi Omega;
2 Faculty Members
Donna Hokkanen, Alpha Gamma
Lose Fathers Oct. 11
Delta; Carole Leppich, Chi OmeThe Rev. Edgar M. Ross, father ga; Joan Perz, Prout; Carol Radeof Dr. Colvin Ross, instructor in loff, Phi Mu; Pat Riley, Mooney
education, and Edward Fisher, Hall; Beverly Russell, Gamma Phi
father of Dr. Robert Fisher, also Beta; Jane Weingartner, Delta
an instructor in education, both Gamma; Marlene Winner, Wilpassed away Oct 11.
liams Hall; and Coe Wolfe, Shatzel
The Rev. Mr. Ross was a Con- Hall.
gregational minister in Evanston,
Freshmen — Julie Brans, Harmon Hall; Peg Hulit, Lowry Hall;
111.
Mr. Fisher was a Detroit resi- Joan Rodgers, Prout; Jean Rowdent Dr. Robert Fisher joined the ley, Mooney Hall, and Jacquelyn
faculty last month.
SUuffer, Treadway Hall.

Interview
Schedule

Students Elect

All Makes

HELP
segalls
ACTSM

troa Made Ball

College Representative needed at
MAX GRAEBER for part time work
—person must be a "sharp" fresh-

For You On Halloween!
A DO-IT-YOURSELF
JACK-O-LANTERN KIT
1. Open Mouth.

man, sophomore, or junior. Please

2. Stick Out Tongue.

do not apply unless you are willing

3. Place Small Candle on
Tongue.

to WORK and enjoy meeting
people. Apply in person only at—

5. Stand In Window and
You Will Have A Very
Warm Halloween.

segalls
•M

Max Graeber

the traditional look
in broadcloth sport shirts

mat Watte Bran

World's Beet
Halloween Cards

The fabric, the fashion, the feeling
... all lend the look of classic authenticity to these favored sport
shirts. Distinctively printed on
broadcloth in handsome, muted
colorings . . . styled with buttondown collar and bock pleat.
Tailored in exoct sleeve length
S5.00

cum laude collection
by

-ARROW*
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Falcons Falter Before Downing TU
As BG Registers 15th Straight, 14-3

SPEEDY SPLASHERS- Uadln? Ih. Splashers, wnn'i competitive swlmnua
this j9ai are. from fefti Patricia A. Dow. seueluif; Karen L. Murphy, co
mpfcrlai loyc* A. Walker, publicity chairman: and Edwuu Flak, co captain.
IMB

Competition Begins For Splashers;
First Inter-Squad Meet Thursday
The Bowling; Green Splashers
will hold their first inter-squsd
swim meet at 8:16 p.m., Thursday,
in the Natatorium. Also scheduled
ia a tentative tri-meet with Miami
and Western Ontario on Saturday,
Nov. 19.
Splashers is the women's competitive speed-swimming team. The
adviser is Mrs. Paul Vogel, the
former Dona Rae Whittaker. Mrs.
Vogel was graduated from Bowling Green last June, and is now
an assistant instructor in women's
physical education. She was cocaptain of the Splashers last year.
This year's co-captains are Edwina Fink and Karen L. Murphy.
Other officers are Patricia A. Dow,

secretary; Joyce A. Walker, publicity chairman; and Robin Clark,
manager.
Three returning members from
last year's squad arc Marilyn Davis, Alice J. Ponstingle, and Judith
A. Tyler. New members of the
swimming team are Jacelyn Bergc,
Jean B. Burkhart, Nancy E.
Coates, Carrol R. Foote, Barbara
E. Long, Judith A. Mesnick.
Beth Newton, Sharon J. Radler,
Barbara A. Randall, Mary Rorapaugh, Glenda J. Roberts. Jo Ann
Sauer, Marilyn M. Stadler, Linda
J. Willaman, Barbara L. Williams,
Laura E. Williams and Susan T.
Wisner.

Yearlings Defeat KSU
For Second Victory
The Falcon freshman footballers
won their second game of the
young season Friday by downing
the Golden Flashes of Kent State,
21-0.
The Falcons pushed across two
scores in the second quarter and
scored again with just five seconds remaining in the game for
their margin of victory.
"I was well satisfied with the
play of the fellows today," commented Cdach Dick Young. "Anytime you can hold a team scoreless
and prevent any breakaway runs,
you know that the defense was
sharp."
Kont State never got post ths

Falcon 35 yard an*. The Falcons
woro la poo——ton of the ball tho
majority of tho time and rolled up
tuidaus with a steady ground
attack Maturing the hard running
of BUI Steadroan. John Haschak.
Paul Meaner, and Barry Wearer.
It was Weaver who went two
yards for Bowling Green's first
touchdown with 11:19 remaining
in the second quarter to climax a
63-yard drive. Led by Moe Ankney at the quarterback slot, the
yearlings moved steadily down the
field after taking a Kent punt on
their own 37-yard line.
The big play of the drive came
on a third and seven situation on
Kent's 23 when Ankney hit George
Vozar on the 12 for the first down.

Three plays later, Weaver slammed over for the score.
Steadman split the uprights for
a 7-0 Falcon lead.
The Falcons got tho ball right
back when Frod Koootor fell on
a Flash fumble on tho BO 43-yard
lino. Tho recovery started a scoring
drive.
Led by the running of Steadman and Weaver, the Falcons moved the ball to the 33-yard line
where Haschak twisted away from
several tacklers and sped to the
12-yard line. Two plays later, Haschak carried around right end to
score standing up. Steadman's attempted conversion was wide of
the mark and it was 13-0 at the
4:12 mark.
The Falcons took advantage of
another break to score their third
touchdown with less than 10 seconds remaining on the clock. After
Kent had stopped a drive on its
own 21, the Flashes were unable
to advance.
A Falcon end charged In and
blocked a Kent punt giving Bow
Hng Oroon possession Inside the
20. Dick FBck threw a strike to end
Dennis Dembia foe the score. Flick
ran tho ball over fat the eitra points
to leave the Rnal score at 214.
The yearling line play was particularly impressive with
Bill
Sparks, a 6-8, 250-pounder from
Akron Central, showing well at the
end position on defense.

Toledo's undermanned and
underdog Rockets held the favored Falcons scoreless for almost three periods before
Bowling Green's strength told
and the Falcons came away
with a 14-3 victory Saturday night
in the Glass Bowl.
Coach Doyt Perry had a lot of
praise for the Rockets. "They
didn't make the mistakes they were
always supposed to be making.
TU has a good, hard-fighting ball
club and it was our superiority
in numbers that finally wore them
down. I tried to keep the boys
fresh."
Bowling Green play in the
first half was distressingly reminiscent of their three previous
games. They fumbled away two
scoring opportunities and had a
pass intercepted on another scoring drive.
BO In Strong Comeback
Once again, though, they came
back strong in the second half and
almost completely dominated play.
They scored touchdowns the first
two times they got their hands on
the ball in the second half.
"Pm really not too disappointed
over our play. TU was up for us;
every team we played has been.
Tm thankful we came out of the
game with no serious injuries. And
one thing Pm really thankful for—
I finally got a chance to play more
of my men," Perry said.
With the field slippery because
of an all-game drlzile. Bowling
Green stayed almost completely
i>n the ground, grinding out 299
yards.
It was probably one of the best
showings by the Falcon defensive
unit. They held the Rockets, who
had averaged 310 yards per game,
to 168 over-all. Toledo was stopped three times inside the Falcon

Central State, OU
Drop Falcon Harriers;
Freshmen Top OU
In a busy day for Falcon cross
country teams, the varsity dropped
two meets, to Central State and
Ohio University, and the freshman
team nipped the OU freshmen last
Friday.
The varsity Falcons bowed to
Central State 42-16, and to OU
37-18. Lcs Hegedos of Central
covered the 4-mile course in
20:10.6. Mel Turner, who led BG
to a win over Wayne last week,
was the first Falcon to cross the
finish line in both meets. He was
fifth against Central and fourth
against OU.
John Schengili finished seventh
and eighth, Ken Swade ninth and
eighth, Carl Sheperd ninth and
tenth, and Bob Taller finished
tenth against OU, for Bowling
Green.
Leading the freshman harriers
in their win over the Bobkittens
were Rich Rios, Jim Zavocky, and
Joe Muscarella, who finished second, third, and sixth, respectively.
Rios covered the course in 22:00.

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

TU-BG Sidelights
Don Lisbon wound up as the
leading groundgainer for the Falcons with 76 yards in 14 carries.
Reublin was second with 68 yards
for his night's work. The Falcon
passing game was almost nil, with
Potts completing just one pass, to
Jim Andrews for 34 yards in the
fourth quarter.
•

OS

Toledo had an interesting halftime show which seemed to involve
a race to see who could kick a
chicken 100 yards the fastest. The
whole thing seemed very sportsmanlike and we understand that
the sponsors of the race are applying for major college sanction
by the NCAA.
SPEEDY SOPHOMORE—Don Lisbon, tho Falcons' loading ballcarrier Saturday
night against Toledo University, is brought down by the Rockets' Polo lolllf after
a short gain in tho second half. BG won. 14 3. scoring all Its points In the socond
half.
20, as Dick Newsome, Dave Radlinski, and Ray Kwiatkowski combined to bring down Toledo ball
carriers.
Toledo drove from its own 31 to
the Falcon 16, aided by a roughing the kicker penalty, only to see
their drive halted when Mark Cisco fumbled a Frank Baker pass
and Merv Ward fell on the ball for
BG.
Later in the same period an attempted field goal try from the 23
by TU's Tom McCartney was short
and wide of the mark.
First Hall Frustrating
The Falcons constantly were frustrated in the first half as scoring
drives were halted time after time.
Jim Potts fumbled a handoff on
the TU 8 to kill Bowling Green's
best scoring ohance.
They looked like the Falcons
of old in the second half, when,
with straight power football, they

went 43 yards with Wayne Mauk
going over from the four. Don Lisbon, Bob Reublin, and Al Junior
aided in the drive.
The scoring opportunity was
set up by Bob Bird, who halted
TU's John Murray when he faked
a punt on a fourth down situation.
and tried to run for the needed
13 yards.
TU came right bnck, however, to
register its three points when Tom
McCartney stepped back and split
tho uprights for the field goal
after the Rockets were halted on
the 10.
Reublin, Junior, and Lisbon did
tho leg work as the Falcons added
another six-pointer with 11:5H remaining in the ball game when
Lisbon slanted four yards over
tackle for the score.

• • •

Rounding up the MAC action
over the week end: Ohio University wns hard pressed to come up
with a G-0 decision over Xavier.
The principal difference in the
mud battle was the Bobcats' rugged defense and the standout running of fullback Bob Brooks. He
scored the Bobcats' only touchdown on a 14-yard dash in the second quarter.
Johnny Moore led Miami to a
17-7 victory over winless Villanova. Moore, who netted 112 yards in
14 carries, scored Miami's first
touchdown in the opening period
on a six-yard pass from quarterback Jack Gayheart. He set up
the second TD with a 26-yard
jaunt in the third quarter.
Kent State defeated Marshall,
22-6, as the Golden Flashes scored
touchdowns the first two times
they had the ball. Quarterbacks
Bob Jenkins and Jim Flynn played
standout ball for the winners, who
will be bringing the league's biggest team to BG Saturday.

Sigs Edge Phi Delts To Take Lead
Sigma Chi pushed across a score
in the final period to edge Phi Delta Theta, 21-12, in a battle of
the intramural football league
leaders. The win gave Sigma Chi
undisputed possession of first
place in league II.
Leading Sigma Chi to victory
were Ben Gantx with seven points
and Dave Tanner and Richard
Scheu with six each. Don Ilellissimo and Tom Black tallied six
points each to head the Phi Delts,
now one game behind in the league race.
In other League II action, Tau
Kappa Epsilon topped Delta Upsilon, 21-7, after taking a commanding 14-0 halftime lead. Jim Pienta
contributed 8 points to the TKE
cause.
Pi Kappa Alpha strengthened its
hold on top position in League I
by downing Theta Chi, 49-36, in a
real offensive battle. Jim Hitchings led Pi Kappa Alpha with 21
points, edging out Theta Chi's Bob
Heckman for scoring honors. Heckman scored 19 points for the losers.
Delta Tau Delts and Sigma Phi
Epsilon engaged in an entirely
different contest from the Pi Kappa Alpha-Sigma Chi scoring melee, as the Delts edged the Sig Eps,
13-12. Chuck Conner scored all 12
points for the losers.

pa Psi 24-2 and Theta Chi belted
Kappa Sigma 67-7.
Phi Delta Theta moved into first
place temporarily in League II with
a 45-6 win over Zcta Beta Tau.
Don Bellissimo hit for paydirt
twice as did David Plough and
John Kirby for Phi Delta Theta.
Alpha Tau Omega and Delta Upsilon battled on even terms throughout the game until the ATOs finally pushed a score across in the
third period for a 7-0 win. Tau
Kappa Epsilon shut out Phi Kappa Tau 20-0 in the final League
II contest.
Loaders Upset
It was a day of upsets in the
independent intramural football
leagues, Oct. 11 with league leaders in three leagues tasting defeat
for the first time.
In League II the Raiders smm''.
ed last week's leader, the 60s, 3213, to gain a first-place dead-

lock with the losers. Dick Tannenbaun garnered 12 points to pace
the Raiders. The King Kong's won
a forfeit from the Royals in the
other League II game.
League HI was thrown into
completo chaos as last week's leaders, the Wizards, were drubbed by
tho Bandits, 46-0. As a result of
the Wizard loss three teams now
share first place with 2-1 records.
Along with the Handits and Wizards in the deadlock arc the Dodgers, who won a forfeit from the
Kast Wingers. George Cole, Dave
Burich, and Burns collected two
TD's each for the Bandits.
The No-Names were knocked
off the unbeaten list by the COs
10-16, but still managed to hold
on to first place in League IV.
The Rangers forfeited to the Seals
in the other League IV game. Leaguo V and League I were idle
last week.

The Best of Europe. ..The Best of America
Now Together in
CONTINENTAL" SUIT
tailored by

Th&nlkackCb.

P1IA s Bomp

In the previous day's action, Pi
Kappa Alpha paraded over the goal
line almost at will as they overwhelmed Delta Tau Delta, 70-0, to
take possession of first place in
League I with idle Theta Chi. Pi
Kappa Alpha rolled over Phi Kappa Psl, 60-0, Saturday.
In other League I action, Sigma
Phi Epsilon outdistanced Phi Kap-

Here's the suit you've
been looking for. Just enough
ivy, just enough continental
— now together... a perfect
appearance. Palm Beach Co.'s
ivy continental suit has the
easy natural shoulder look
you like — with new slanted
side pockets and a semi
peaked lapel.
Every student suit has the
contour collar which makes
the coat hug the body at the

AIL THE GALS FOLLEH
A NICE CLEAN COLLAHI
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neckline, assures a perfect fit
and carry, 10% discount on
all Laundry & Dry Cleaning
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In every popular fall
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big selection today.
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Home Laundry
and Dry Cleaners
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AWS 'A Fling For Fall Fashion'
Shows Typical Styles For Campus

Campus Kaleidoscope
Coatof
D*Ha — Will hold a
"Sktptic Seminar" from 7 to I p.m. tomorrow at Iho Lutheran Slud«nl Conlor.
Worfcahop Player... drama group for
freihrnan and transfer itudenle—WIH
moot at 7 p.m. Thusday In Goto Tboatro.
Tho m»«Hnq win bo conduced by tbo
now offleoni Torry Eborly. proaldonl;
Gary Nixon, rlco president; and Bally
Ewalt ■ocrolary-troajoror. Dr. George
Herman, assistant professor of ■pooch,
will discuss stage diction. Pictures will
bo lakon for the Eoy.
Bola Alpha Pil—Will moot Wodnooday, Oct. 21. with Profouor Ruuoll
Dockor, associate profoooor of buslnes*
administration, speaking on "Tho Comlna Eloctlon."
Chemical Journal Club and depart
mont of chomUtry—WU1 bold an open
home at 7:15 p.m. Wednesday. In 140
Overman Hall. Faculty membere of tho
department will discuss chomlitry cour
■oo now being offered, accompanied by
a talk by tho chairman of tho Toledo
section of tbo American Chemical Society. Tours will bo conducted throughout tho building. Including visits to tho
laboratories.
■ lock room,
mechanical
•qulpmen! room, and tho darkroom.
Refreshment! will bo serred.
World Student. Association — Will
hold a Halloween party Friday. Oct. 28.
In tho homo of Mra. Evelyn Steldtmcmn,
4 Orchard Circle. James Karugu. presi
dont of Iho club, said Its 30 memben
will promote International faith and
good-will with applo cldor and traditional apple dunklnq ceremonies.
Going
Channlnq Murray Club, religious dis
cusslon group—Elected offlcora Oct. I.
They aro Michael Monbock, president;
Judith A. Moinlck. vice president; and
Carolyn Brlmor. secretary treasurer.
American Geoqraphers, East Lake Division Met In tho Union Oct. 1 and 2 for
tholr fall regional mooting and banquet
with moro than 75 representative! from

Student Court
(Continued from page 1)
procedures used off campus can
be applied on campus.
"This is because we recognize
that the Constitution of the Student Body was itself created under
democratic principles.
Bowling
Green State University was established by the state legislature on
behalf of the people of the state
of Ohio who vested the governing
authority in the University Trustees.
Powers Delegated By Pr.iid.nl
"The Constitution of the Student Body and all student government has been adopted under
powers which were delegated by
the President of the University acting for the trustees. Therefore,
thoso who delegated that authority
must have the right to establish
procedures under which responsible students can be selected to
execute these delegated powers.
"W.hen viewed in this light, it
becomes apparent that the procedures outlined in the Constitution of the Student Body do follow
democratic principles and must be
recognized as the only procedures
available."

Indiana. Michigan. Ohio, and WHI
Virginia. Featured guest ip.ak.ri from
th. UnWerslty ol Indiana. Michigan
Stal. UnTmttr. and Ohio Hal* Unl
rerstY. l.d discussions on th. q.n.ral
sublect of conservation.
Beta Alpha Pel, national accounting
honorary—Mot Oct. 10 In Ih. Hly.r
Boom la lb* Union. "Accounting Doctrine of CoruerratUm" was Ih. topic of
a oan.l dlscuseloa tod by William E.
Sr.yd.r. Msihsrs of Iho pan.l won
Dr. Harvey E. Dontoy. assoclato profouor of accounting; Nonna I. In.lstoy.
fam.s O. Nonnonakor. and Jam..
Cross.
Kappa Phi. National Mothodlsl Col
l.q. Womens Organisation—H.Id InlUa
tlon. nerady.
InlHalM ami Barbara BalHngor. Bon
nto Block. Bl.ab.th Call.nd.r, L.tilla
Clawsoa. Mary Gibson, Barbara Hank*.
Karen Bans. Molly Loach. Nancy MaBMly. Rebecca March. Marty Mltch.ll.
Caryl Ana Pap*. Hannah Plant Judy
Spl.ii, Linda BulBvan. Jan Bwaggor.
Virginia Taylar. Judy Wads. Margarol
Walts. Bandl W.ln.r, Sharon Williams,
and Karon Woltoy.

Senior Interviews
Being Scheduled
For School Year
Opportunity is the keynote as
approximately 200 companies and
school representatives visit the
University campus during the
school year to interview seniors.
James L. Galloway, placement
officer, urges seniors to have as
many interviews as possible. Experience, confidence, and poise are
a few of the overt benefits of
interviews, Mr. Galloway suggested.
Other benefits to seniors include the chance to make valuable
contacts, sell one's self, and become familiar with company policies and opportunities, he said.
The names of organizations to
hold interviews on campus wili be
listed a week in advance by the
Placement News, posted in residence halls.
S.nlon should visit tho Placem.nt Offlco to roglstsr on Monday
of tho wook procodlng tho Interrl.w. At that tuns tho Individual
should obtain an application and
llt.ratur. pertaining to the Interviewing organisation.
"It is helpful to notify the interviewing organizations by mail in
advance of the interview. Before
being Interviewed the student
should be familiar with the organization concerned," Mr. Galloway
said.
"Questions about the organization should be prepared in advance. Arrive at the interview on
timo and neatly dressed. Seniors
should not allow the personality of
the interviewer to influence his or
her decision in choosing employment."
For future reference a record
should be kept on each company
or school interviewed, he said. The
company or school will rate the
student, and the student retains
the same rig.ht.
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SUITABLE FOB SCHOOL—Wearing an
outfit suitable for class In the AWB
Style Show Is Marda Bendroih. The
women modeled their own clothes.

UCF Sponsoring
Religious Sessions
At Prout Chapel
The United Christian Fellowship
is sponsoring religious discussion
groups every Sunday at 6:30 p.m.,
following the 8 o'clock service
at Prout Chapel.
The groups include Crisis in
Africa, led by Dr. Stuart R. Givens, assistant professor of history;
Christians in Politics, Robert G.
Riegle, assistant professor of business
administration;
Christian
Ethics, Dr. Harvey E. Donley, associate professor of accounting;
Contemporary Theology, the Rev.
William L. Power, associate director of UCF; "Luke" and "Acts,"
Otto Zingg, UCF intern; and The
Nature of the Church, the Rev.
M. Eugene Davis, UCF director.
The groups meet in the Union,
at the UCF house, and at the
homes of various faculty members.
The group also sponsors communion services at 7 a.m. the first
Friday of each month and the days
before vacations.
Tho UCF officers are Koreen
Stahl, president; Margery Binary,
first vice president; Bart Brenner, second vice president; Joice
Howard, secretary; and Barbara I..
I.cgleilner, assistant secretary.

150-175 Apply
For UAO Spots
Tho UAO Recruitment Dance
held In the ballroom Oct. 7.
brought in approximately 160 to
175 applications for positions on
committees. Applicants will be
screened by the Union Activities
Organizations for the seven departments : entertainment, public
information, fine arts, social, recreation, house and personnel.
Those who took applications with
them should return them to the
UAO office. The office will supply
information and applications to
anyone desiring to participate on
a committee.

Homecoming Souvenirs
Stadium Blankets
Shirts
Mugs

By Ana lot!
A record crowd of 300 persons
attended the annual AWS Fall
Fashion Show in the ballroom of
the Union Oct. 14.
The models were twenty coeds
selected previously by a panel of
judges.
The coeds modeled clothing chosen from their own wardrobes to
show what the nation's top fashion designers feel is appropriate
for the well-dressed college woman.
Joan P. Trotter, chairman for
the style show, furnished the commentary, describing the fashions
worn, taking the audience through
a day at BGSU.
First was the Good Morning
selection of pajamas. Typical were
the three-quarter length sleeves
and pants borrowed from the men.
The next section was Campus
Cuties. An interesting backdrop
for this parade of fashions was
furnished by five college men—
Herman L. Koby, Jack Ditchcy,
David J. Hunger, Kenneth A. Jack,
and Edward H. Tiller.
The third group was designed
for a Hop on a Hayride. Corduroy
slacks and sweaters proved very
popular for this activity.
The very latest in fashion—the
short skirt—was shown next under

the title, A Highland Fling. Highlighting this group was a green
tartan plaid kilt purchased by the
model herself in Scotland.
In the fifth scene—Gridiron Getups—the predominance of the two
best colors for this fall, plum and
green, was noted.
The next two scenes followed
one another naturally. It was easy
to see how one could be the Belle
of the Ball after wearing the lovely
fashions shown in Date Bait.
Appropriately, the last scene
was Good-Night—Sleep Tight in
which pajama fashions again were
featured.
The twenty girls modeling in
these scenes were Nancy I.. Anderson, Carlleen G. Andestad, Marcia
Bendroth, Carol Brune, Pat Barkhart, Sandra S. Cleckner, Becky
Elliott, Bonnie Gawronski, Carol
Herbert, Rebecca L. Kurber, Mitzi
J. Legg, Rosie McKay. Judith C.
Palmer, Sibyl G. Preuninger, Joanne Sanda, Saundra Sharp, Viviennc
L. Smith, DeAnne Smyers, Barbara
A. Tabar, and Roberta L. Wolfer.
Other women who .helped make
the show possible were Janey L.
Hentges, accompanist; Susan M.
Keim, refreshments; Judy Murphy,
publicity; and Bonnie E. Wilson
and Suzanne Luedtke, modeling
and staging.

Economic Issues

Economics Professor Challenged
During Cobus Hour Discussion
Presentlnjr the economic issues of the 1960 political campaign, Dr. Bevars D. Mabry, assistant professor of economics,
was challenged on a statement he quoted during his presentation at last week's Cobus Hour.

FRESHMAN MODEL—Judy Palmar Is
shown modeling a matching plaid skirl
and weiklt set In the AWS Style Show
last Friday nighi.

Pins To Pans
Going . . .
Car I Ileise, Alpha Chi Omega,
p'nned to Duncan Gilles, Sigma
Chi; Janice Prtrker, Gamma Phi
Beta, to Ferrall Sumroll. Phi Mu
Delta, Ohio Northern; Gloria
Zeigler, Deltn Zcta pledge, to Bob
Van Meter. Phi Mu Delta, Wittenberg; Stephanie Kropp. DZ pledge,
to Jim Kelih, Sigma Phi Epsilon;
Kathy Mormino, Alpha Gamma
Del'a. to Joe Cistone, Sigma Nu;
and Tim Smith. Alpha Tau Omega,
to Pat Rini, Notre Dnmc College.
Going ...
Linda Smith, DZ pledge, to John
C. Decker, Alpha Deltn Phi alumnus, Miami University; Jacqueline
Siffert, i/owry. to Dean Lecky,
U.S. Marines; Susan Kramer,
Kappa Delta, to Robert Van Wickler, U.S. Army; I.orene Kiss, KD,
to Rodger Foster, Parma; Gayle
I.ang, KD, to Richard Strauss,
Kappa Sigma; and Beverly Beegly,
Kl), to Paul Avers, Cleveland.
Gone
Sandra Molecke, Miami University, married to Sheldon Davis;
Sandy Power, Sarnia, Ont, to Bill
Geary, ATO; Judy Webber, Alpha
Xi Delta alumna, to Frank Shanowcr. Sigma Nu; Sue Goetting, Alpha Xi alumna, to Pete Kitchen, Phi
Delta Theta alumnus; and Sondra
Swing, Alpha Xi alumna, to John
Mitchell, BG alumnus.
Margaret Hetler, KD alumna,
married to Wilbur Bankey, Theta
Chi alumnus, University of Toledo;
Judy Nichols, KD alumna, to Jim
Tuohy, General Motors Institute
alumnus; Julia Corwin, KD alumna, to Don Kowpher, Theta Chi
alumnus, University of Toledo;
and Joan Hcimnn, Mooney, to Joe
McNamarn, Pi Kappa Alpha.

Attempting to give his audience some insight into the
economic issues of the campaign, Dr. Mabry quoted from a
speech made by Walter Reuthwould take years for the Comer, president of the United
munist nation to catch up to the
Auto Workers Union, saying, "By U.S."
1980 Russia will be able to equal
|'True," replied Dr. Mabry, "but
the United States in total produc- it is much easier to catch up than
tive output if she maintains her it is to forge ahead. If the U.S.
present rate of economic growth remains at its present rate of
at 4 per cent."
economic growth, and Russia conThis illustration became the to- tinues to expand, it won't be many
pic of later discussion, but was years before they catch the U.S."
only one of several Dr. Mabry used
Another question concerned the
to show that the present-day world trend of the U.S. toward socialism,
is involved in a tremendoui
when another student said, "If
struggle for economic and political the people allow the government
power.
to take a more active part in the
Pointing out that 90 per cent running of the economy, the U.S.
of the economic growth in the U.S. will be just as socialistic as Russia.
is due to technological advances Then what can be done?"
Dr. Mabry answered, "Free enin industry, Dr. Mabry said both
began with "Background Issues,"
presidential candidates are aware terprise and government will have presented by Dr. Jacob Cohen, asof the circumstances surrounding to work these problems out as they sociate professor of economics.
this matter and that it requires come to them."
Tomorrow will be the last in this
an expanded educational program
This ended part 2 of a threegroup of discussions. It is entitled,
to provide technology the inven- part discussion on the economic
"The Impact of the Election on
tive minds it needs.
issues in the coming election.
Business." and will be presented
The problems concerning agriTwo weeks ago the discussions by Dr. Mabry.
culture, inflation, and unemployment were other issues presented
by Dr. Mabry.
Questions posed to Dr. Mabry
after his presentation reverted to
his statement pertaining to Russian economic growth.
The first was asked by a student, who said, "Why can't the
United States continue growing as
it has been for the last decadeT"
Dr. Mabry replied, "If the United States were on friendly terms
with the Soviet Union, the present
3.9 per cent rate of economic
growth would be fine, but the
U.S. is not on friendly terms with
the Russians, and definite forward steps have to be taken to
keep us out in front of Russia."
Touch system or huntand-peck—
Maj. Kenneth Johnson, assistant
Results are perfect with
professor of air science, referring
to an article in Reader's Digest
said, "This article discussed the
fact that the U.S. is so far out
in front of Russia now, that it
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first time, with Eaton's
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Humanist Society To Sponsor Debate

Males' Comments Don't Disturb
These Five Courageous Lasses
By Jerry Wolfrom

Hats off to the five Bowling Green State University coeds
who are attempting to prove that men may not be the stronger
sex after all. These senior women, all enrolled in the College
of Business Administration, are specializing in several fields
heretofore reserved for the male of the species.
Figures recently compiled in the registrar's office indicate that there are 1,221 stuor class who plan to crash the ad-

dents enrolled in the College
of Business Administration. Some
188 are women, most of whom
are studying in the secretarial
field.
There Is. however, a tiny minor
try of five brave lasslee In the senl-

Kent State-BG Rotating Trophy
Adds Incentive To Annual Clash

loan P. Trotter. San Francisco:
loanne M. Stever. Tiffin: and loan
L. Bunco. Newton Falls, all plan
retailing careers. All three hope
to find positions In the purchasing
division of a large department
store. Each agrees that beating out
the men at their own game presents a challenge.

Homecoming, 1960 style will see two of the top teams in
the Mid-American Conference pitted against each other here
Saturday.
Continuing a 28-year-old gridiron conflict, the Falcons
will play host to their oldest football rivals, the Golden Flashes
of Kent State University.
Last year in commemora- made immediately following the
tion of their semi-centennial football game. Participating in the

New Alma Mater
Posted In Dorms
Copies of the new Alma Mater
will be sent to each dorm and the
words printed on the Homecoming
programs in order to teach students the song, it was decided
at the Student Cabinet meeting
Oct. 11.
It also was announced that only
one vehicle from each housing
unit will be allowed in the Homecoming parade.
Pictures of the candidates for
Homecoming Queen and attendants
will be placed in the Administration Bldg. this week.

presentation will be the captains
and coaches of the winning team,
a representative from each of the
sponsoring groups, the presidents
of the universities' student bodies,
and a faculty representative from
each institution.
The Falcons now possess the
Semi-Centennial Trophy as a result
of their victory over the Kent
Staters last year and will be trying not only to retain the trophy
for another year but to extend
their winning streak to 15 games.

250 Violators
Cited By Police

TBAVEL1NG TROPHY Mary Jo lech,
chairman of the Student Spirit and Traditions Board. Is shown with the trophy
which rotates between the winners of
each Kent BG football name. It Is presently In the possession of BG. which
will be out to retain the trophy In the
Falcon Homecoming alt Saturday.

P.S.

Pegging or shortening clacks.

•

Slewve shortening or lengthening.

"You Can't Take It With You,"
the first major production on campus this year, was reviewed at the
last meeting.
Ronald Shercr, who had the lead
in the play, and Carl Rectenwald,
assistant director, answered questions relative to the production.
do some limited traveling. They
all agree that their male classmates are "nice guys" and Refrain from making too many
friendly jokes about male supremacy.
There can be little doubt that
all three determined coeds mean
business. Make room, men, they're
here to stay I

STRIKE
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Dear Dr. Frood: Here is a controversial bridge hand played at
a recent college tournament. The contract was six no-trump.
Some say declarer should have played the Fiskill Convention,
squeezing West while end-playing East. Others, however, say
a straight dummy reversal and a trump coup would bring home
the contract. What would you do with a hand like this?
No Trump
DEAR NO TRUMP: In our club, successful play would require
slapping the Jack, whistling at the Queen and quickly saying
"Sir Hinkum Dinkum Fuzzy Duster" when the one-eyed King
is played.

t:

Approximately 1,025 cheerleaders representing 130 high schools
from the Bowling Green area were
on hand Saturday for the third annual chcerleading clinic held in the
Men's Gym and the Women's Bldg.
Miss Pauline Hess, a national
chcerleading authority and executive director of the United States
Cheerleader's Association, presented different techniques and new
ideas on cheerleading.
Mrs. Amy Torgcson, assistant
professor of physical education,
was manager of the clinic and
Miss Judy Hacker, a senior majoring in physical education, was secretary.

Journalism Professors
Will Attend Conference
The faculty of the journalism
ilrparlnient will attend the Northwestern Ohio Newspaper Association meeting at Maumee Friday.
Professor Jesse J. Currier, chairman of the journalism department,
is executive secretary of the association.

PRESENTS:

Dear Dr. Frood: How can a nice girl tell whether
a boy is sincere—or just a wolf—when he asks
for a kiss?

Nice Girl
DEAR NICE: Ask to see his teeth.

.
Dear Dr. Frood: Everybody laughed when I brought my
mother to the Homecoming Dance. What's so funny
about that?
„
,
rrejnmorj
DEAR FRESHMAN: She's probably a very funny woman.

Dear Dr. Frood: Like every normal college man, I
smoke Luckies. The other day I met this character
who smoked something else. I want to know how a
guy can be stupid as that and still get into college.
Lucky Fan
DEAR LUCKY: Obviously
your college is very easy
to get into.

Dear Dr. Frood: I am 20 years old and I am about to marry
a very nice, well-to-do man. He is 92 years old. Do you
think the gap in our ages will affect our happiness?
Fiancee
DEAR FIANCEE: Not for long.

"IF YOU DON'T SMOKE LUCKIES," SAYS FROOD, "YOU OUGHT TO HAVE YOUR
HEAD EXAMINED!" And Frood ought to know. His head has been examined
seventy-three times. (And phrenologists are still wondering where he got the good
sense to smoke Luckies.)

LEITMAN'S
—USE YOUR CREDIT AT ANY TIME—

The group meets every Tuesday
to discuss plays presented on campus, films, recordings, and other
activities.

1,025 Cheerleaders
Attend 3rd Clinic

AKQ10
<?AK7
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• Waist alterations.
Stop in and look over our selection of Ivy
slacks, sweaters, and corduroy suits.

MEN'S WEAR

Matinee Hour will meet at 3:30
p.m. today in the Ohio Suite of
the Union to discuss the next
University play, "Major Barbara,"
to be presented Nov. 17 and 18.

D*. FROOO'B THOUGHT "OH THI DAY: III College, the Otlfy

A new warning ticket system
has been installed by the University police. A quick check by police
radio reveals whether or not a
violator has been issued a warning before. Previously, only verbal
warnings had been issued. Records
will be kept this semester.

•

'Major Barbara1
Matinee Subject

privileged class is the one with unlimited cuts.

Recently, police have been tracing hit and skip drivers. Two of
these cases involve students' automobiles, which were hit by persons other than students. Mr.
Whittaker said he believes students
involved in auto accidents think
they will be expelled from the University. This is not the situation.
Students should report all accidents, large or small, he said. Usually insurance will cover the
damage expenses.

Try our new alteration service. We will give
you fast service on

Dr. niepe

DeaR.DRil=RgoD:

"These minor violations are just
a part of the job for the University police," said Mr. Whittaker.

HEY MEN!

Detroiter Sharon L. Gallion,
who is in advertising, hopes to enter either the fashion field or industrial public relations. Miss Gallion finds that it is frequently the
women who joke about her being
outnumbered by the men. According to her friends, a woman's dating problems should be solved
easily when she surrounds herself
with dozens of male classmates.
Not so. says Miss Gallion. Although the men in her classes are
perfect gentlemen, few of them
•have time to socialize.
There are no senior women majoring in accounting but Margaret
A. Zekany, Norma J. Kneisley,
and Roberta M. Edwards plan to
enter that field when they graduate. All three hope to find jobs
with public accounting firms and

LUCKY

Two hundred students and 60
faculty members and employees of
the University have been cited by
the University police for numerous
motor vehicle violations this year.
These figures exclude parking
meter violations, according to Raymond Whittaker, assistant dean of
students.

"Many hours are being put in
by the University police to make
this campus and community a safe
place in which to live. Students,
faculty members, and employees
can help by observing the law,"
said Mr. Whittaker.

How does it feel to be the only
female in a classroom full of malefolk?
Carlleen G. Andestad, a senior
hailing from University Park,
Md.. says she has learned to
laugh off the jokes that her allmale classmates occasionally make
about her. Miss Andestad, who is
interested in personnel management, preferably in Hawaii, finds
it interesting to learn the male
point of view.

OUTNUMBERED—Carol* Kovatch. ML and Martha Relchert mar wonder at
•■ If Bowling Green Is nally a coeducational Institution, especially whoa they
attend their course. In business admlnlitratloo. See etorf at riant

anniversaries, the student bodies
of each school established a .rotating trophy to be awarded to the
winning team. The Golden K Club
of Kent State and the Student
Spirit and Traditions Board of
Bowling Green established the
trophy to promote sportsmanship
and competition between the two
universities.
As plans are set, the trophy
will be rotating for a period of
50 years. The winner of the most
games in that period will get permanent possession. If a game ends
in a tie, the winner of the trophy
the previous year will retain possession of it for the next year.
Presentation of the trophy is

vertising, accounting, and marketing fields. The University's ratio
of men to women in these areas Is
about 30 to one.

Dr. Dale C. Riepe, chairman of
the philosophy department at the
University of North Dakota, will
be guest speaker at the Humanist
Society meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday in South Hall.
Dr. Riepe, presently on leave of
absence from that University, is
engaged in research work in connection with the Carnegie Corporation Intern in Asian Studies at
the University of Michigan.
In his lecture. Dr. Riepe will
discuss "Humanism and Ethics."
He recently completed a book entitled "The Naturalistic Tradition
in Indian Thought"
A debate sponsored by the Humanist Society and the United
Christian Fellowship will be held
at 2 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 13 in the
Wayne Room of the University
Union. Rev. William I,. Power, associate director of UCF, and Dr.
Paul E. Schmidt, professor of philosophy at Oberlln College, will debate "Humanism Versus Theism."
Both meetings are open to the
public.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste, for a change!
©<*■ r. c»
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Democratic Campaign banquet

Six Sororities Take Pledges In Open Rush
Six sororities have pledged new sented by Panhellenic Council: No
members since the beginning of overnight permissions at the sorupperclass open rush. They are:
ority houses may be obtained;
dinner and lunch invitations are
Alpha Delia PI
permissible; contact between
Judith Najarian.
rushees and sorority women la up
Chi Onega
to each sorority's discretion; and
Barbara Druhot.
bidding will be done in the house.
A woman receiving a bid must
Delta
report to the office of the dean
JoAnn Russell.
of women and sign her preference.
Delia Zeki
Then, If she has not already done
Gail Allen, Judith Dorr, Judith
so, she must pay a $1 registration
Davis, Caren Earl, Beverly Falvey,
fee and receive a formal bid.
Patricia Fleming, Beverly Flowers,
Georgia Frohlich, Joyce Guist,
Bonnie Hammock, Joyce Kostyo,
Stephanie Kropp, Mitil Legg, Linda Smith, Barbara Strite, Barbara
Thiee, Sherri Tipton, Judy Whitford, Andrea Worthington, and
Gloria Zelgler.
Is flooding in swamps disruptive
Kappa Delia
to small animals? Two biologists
Mary Mangano, Donna Shaffer.
from Bowling Green State UniPal Ma
versity have discovered that it
Julia Ross, Irene Sebek, Lynne
takes more then spring rains to
Weiser, and Judith Willacker.
drive mice from their home terSorority open rush will continue
ritory.
throughout the semester. Only
Dr. William B. Jackson, assistthose sororities not filling their
ant professor of biology, and Daquotas during formal rush may
vid G. Ruffner, a graduate assistparticipate.
ant, studied the effects of spring
flooding on the population of wood
Rules for open rush were premice at the University's Steidtman
Wildlife Sanctuary near Portage
Rob.n E. McKay, student finanthis summer.
cial aid counselor, reports that sevWhen high waters covered the
eral requests have been received for
living area of a colony of wood
students to do part time oil campus
mice, the mice quickly adapted by
work In sales and yard work.
retreating to higher ground and reHere Is an opportunity for stuturning after the waters .had subdents to earn extra expense money.
sided.
Mr. McKay said. He advised itudenls
Two periods of flooding the
Interested In this type work to check
home range of the mice failed to
wllh the student financial aid office.
affect them. Mr. Ruffner defined
2U Administration Blda.
the "home range" as that area
covered by an animal during its
normal activities of searching for
'Babbitry' Is Topic
food and moving around to find
a mate and shelter.
Dr. Jackson and Mr. Ruffner,
For Books, Coffee
after capturing and studying the
mice at various places in the sancAt Thursday Session
tuary, disclosed that a mouse normally traversed an area of approxi"Mutntion and Natural Selecmately two-tenths of an acre and
tion and Their Effect on Contemis not seriously handicapped by
porary Thought" was the subject
temporary flooding.
of discussion at Books and Coffee
This study is believed to be one
last Thursday.
The effects of Darwin's origin of the first of its kind, according
to Dr. Jackson. Mr. Ruffner, who
t f the aperies on such fields as
completed requirements for his
literature, law, politics, and art
master's degree at BGSU this sumwere discussed by Miss Linda C.
mer, presented a detailed account
Wagner, intern study assistant in
of the study at the national conEnglish.
vention
of the American Institute
Dr. Jacob Verduln, chairman of
of Biological Sciences at Oklahoma
the biology department, discussed
State University on Aug. 80.
the causes of gene mutation.
Among them were radiation, heat,
and changes in the environment.
The discussion of the effects of
gene mutation upon religious and
contemporary thought preceded
the opening of the meeting.
The next meeting will be held at
A state-wide meeting of the Col3:30 p.m. Thursday, in the Ohio
lege Conference State Planning
Suite of the Union. The discussion
Committee was held Oct. 12 and
topic is "Babbitry," after the
13 in the Union to discuss health
character of the business man in
education at the college level.
Sinclair Lewis's book, "Babbit."
"Although a considerable aDiscussion leaders will be Dr.
mount of good work is going on
Howard Brogan, chairman of the
in the area of health education,
English department, and David
on many campuses it has been
Wood, graduate student in Engsadly neglected," said Dr. John
lish.
E. Gee, dean of the College of
Education, in emphasizing the importance of health education to
the teaching program.
Bowling Green faculty members
from the department of health and
physical education attending the
The advlsery committees for meeting were Dr. Samuel M. CoopBowling Green State University's er, chairman of the department;
off-campus branches will meet by Dr. Agnes M. Hooley, associate
the end of this month in their professor; Dr. Robert J. Keefe, asrespective communitlea to discuss sociate professor; Dr. Lorrene L.
Ort, assistant professor and Dr.
local and branch policies.
The agendaa will include local Charles W. Young, chairman of
and branch needs and desires, the department of education.
branoh operational procedures, and
These committees are empowered
possible curriculum changes.
The purpose of the committees in an adviaery capacity only.
Meeting tomorrow will be the
is to advise the University in different facets of branch operation Fostoria branch. The Fremont
and needs. Each adviaery commit- branch will meet Monday, Oct. 24;
tee consists of leading members the Bryan branch Tuesday, Oct.
of the community, under the juris- 26; and the Sandusky branoh Weddiction of the local school board. nesday, Oct. 26.

Biologists Make
Wildlife Study

Health Education
Aired On Campus

Branch Advisers
To Discuss Policy

Robert's Fine Foods, Inc.
US E. Washington

Family Style Sunday
Dinners

.^LJI

Steak—Chops—Sea Food
Fancy Sandwiches

A Nice Place to Dine With Your Friends
or Family
Cedl 30801
Far!

Always Amp*.
Fr*# rciTkmcj

Non-Registration Cases
Predominate At Court
With a majority of its cases
non-reg'stration of motor vehicle
offenses, Student Court convened
in regular session Thursday.
Five students, Mrs. Paul Hirschfield, Joseph W. White, John C.
Mctousek. Jsmes L. Rakovan, and
Vernon J. Sconburg, were found
guilty of non-registration of vehicles. Mrs. Hirschfield, White,
and Scot burg each had 116 of the
usual $26 fine suspended, and Rakovan had $10 of his fine suspended.
Matourek, who was ordered to pay
the full $26 fine, indicated he would
appeal his case to Raymond Whittaker, assistant dean of students.
John II. Rombouts, also charged
with ron-registration, was found
not guilty. Originally charged with
non-registration, Ben Gantz was
found guilty of improper display of
decal and fined $1.
Found guilty of his first parking
violation, Lee V. Smoll was fined
|1, and Herbert C. Hippie, tried
in absentia for the same charge,
nlao was fined $1 Floyd A. Longfellow Jr. was found guilty of his
first n oving violation and was
fined $6.
Robert S. DeTchon was found
guilty of his second parking violation, fined $3, and given a oneweek suspension of driving privileges. However, in this particular
case, since DeTchon needed his car
for work purposes, he was fined
$1 for his first violation, $3 for
the second violation, and ordered

to pay $2 in place of the suspension.
The charge of a second moving
violation against Thomas Haverfield was deferred until a future
sesskn of the court.
Dr. Russell Decker, Student
Court adviser, urged the students
to register their cars in compliance with the University regulations, saying, "Sooner or later
■hese students will be charged with
non-registration violations, and a
$10 registration fee is much less
expensive than a $26 fine."

Soviet Education
Is Debate Topic
"Is the Russian educational system superior to that of the United States?" This was the question
discussed by Fred Fernandez and
David G. Hunger during the first
in a series of cross-examination
debates held Oct. 10 at the Literary Music Society in Napoleon.
Fernandez, a senior, spoke for
the Russian system, while Hunger,
a sophomore, defended the American system. Gene R. Stebbins, assistant debate coach, served as
moderator.

Religious Illustrations
In Promenade Lounge

The cross-examination debate is
one of six programs made available by the forensics group for
.-ervice clubs, women's clubs, Parent-Teacher Assoclstlons, and
other groups.

A religious exhibit of Marc Chagall's illustrations of the Bible will
be displayed this week in the Promenade Lounge. This is a series
of hand colored prints which the
French artist Chagall did a few
years ago, one of the few sets
which Chagall colored himself.
The exhibit is displayed in
recognition of Religious Emphasis
Week.

The discussion topics for the
debates include: "Merit Rating of
Teachers," "Federal Aid to Education," "Compulsory Health Insurance," and "Strengthening the
United Nations."
Throughout the year the debaters will present some 20 programs of coss-examination debates. All will be off-campus programs.
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"We stand for an America at
work, an America marching forward ... a nation where no one
is forgotten, where the young have
faith and the aged have hope; and
where all stand equal without discrimination and possessed of all
civil liberties.'' These were the
closing words of Ohio Senator
Stephen M. Young's address at the
Wood County Democratic Campaign Kick-Off Banquet, Thursday
evening in the ballroom.
Members of the University's
Young Democrats Club, along with
more than 200 Wood County Democratic officials and representatives, were among the guests of the
county organization.
Senator Young stated that there
is enthusiasm all over the state for
Senator John F. Kennedy, and that
the Senator is going to carry Ohio
in this most Important presidential
election since 1860.
"The Soviet Union is beating us
with a ratio of 3 to 1 in graduating engineering students and physicists. The Democrats will provide an educational system second
to none," said Senator Young.
Thomas B. McRltchie, candidate for Ohio Congress from the
Fifth District, also spoke. "The
farmers income is down 26 per
cent," he said "The ssles are reduced and so are the profits. It
is up to us to elect an administration not controlled by big business
but by all people."
Mark MacElroy, State Attorney
General, predicted that the Democrats will win this year, If they
can maintain enthusiasm. He stated that the Scripps-Howard polls
show a 62-48 count in favor of
Senator Kennedy.

Legislative Board
Presents Mock Trial
For Head Residents
The head residents meeting was
the main topic of discussion at
the AWS Legislative Board meeting last week. The Board held a
mock trial for the head residents
to show how house board cases are
tried.
Last spring AWS held a "penny
night," with the proceeds going
toward a scholarship for an outstanding women student to be
chosen by AWS. The scholarship
will be presented at the leadership banquet Nov. 11,
This year's bi-annual AWS
Newsletter and suggestions for its
improvement also were discussed.
Sybil Preuninger and Patricia
Follett were announced as chairmen of the AWS Christmas Formal, set for Dec. 8.

Tryouts For Play
Open Tomorrow
Tryouts for the freshman play,
"Male Animal," will be held in
Gate Theatre at 7 p.m. tomorrow
and at 8 p.m. Thursday.
The tryouts are for all freshmen interested in acting. A signup sheet will be posted in Gate
Theatre Monday, Oet 24, for
freshmen interested in crew work.
The "Male Animal," written by
James Thurber and Eliot Nugent,
is about a college campus suspiciously similar to Thurbera alma
mater, Ohio State. There are parts
for eight men and five women.
This is the second year an allfreshman production has been presented.
Ron O'Leary, director of the
play and graduate assistant in
speech, said, "It is an excellent
opportunity for a large group of
freshmen to learn about acting
on the college level."

Senator Youna

Organist Featured
In Concert Series
Thomas Curtis, organist snd instructor in music, will be festured
in the next event of the Faculty
Concert Series, at 8:15 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 23 in the recital hall,
Hall of Music. The organ recital
is free of charge to University students and to the public.
Mr. Curtis will be assisted by
the University Chamber Orchestra
under the direction of Seymour L.
Benstock. Strings and tympanl will
accompany Mr. Curtis for the presentation of "Concerto in G
Minor," by Francis Poulene.
Other selections Mr. Curtis will
play are: "In Mcmoriam" by Berllnski, "Carillon" by Murrill, "Introduction and Toccata in G major" by Walond, "Arioso" by
Krebs, "Rondo," from "Concerto
for Flute Stop" by Rinck, and
"Fantasia and Fugue in G Minor"
by Bach.
Coming events in the Faculty
Concert Series include Faculty
Chamber Music on Nov. 6 and the
Chamber Orchestra on Nov. 20.

Official
Announcement
Student Court officials rsmindsd ilu
donts who wish to pay flnos to proMBl Ihsir monsy and t.cksls In psrson
at ths buslnsGi offlcs only. Ths court
offlco doos not handlo monsy for fins.,.
Anyons who malU only ths ticks, to
ths court offlco should plsad tjullly or
not guilty on ths ilcksl. Now Studont
Court offlcs hours aro 2 to 5 p.m. on
Monday. Tussday. and Wodnosday;
2i30 to 5 p-m. on Thursday; and from
noon to 3 p.m. on Friday.

segalls
Across from Music Hall

Want to really SCARE

people out of their
WITS this
HALLOWEEN?
Don't Wear A Mask

segalls
Across from Music Hall

World's Boat
Hallowwen Cards.

PUNNING A PARTY?
Dairy Products
for
All Parties
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and
Special Occasions
at

University Dairy
Phone 5386

